
Butcombe Brewery was in many ways the 'original' craft brewer, having started brewing in 1978
and firmly against the grain of UK brewing consolidation. Butcombe set out to be different to the
mainly 'corporate' breweries by estalishing itself as a traditional brewer of premium ales made with
exceptional ingredients and  complete consistency, that were easy to drink and enjoy in friendship
with others. These values still resonate today and Butcombe continues to draw from its heritage, 
to discover and maintain a 'truth in every taste' when brewing its beers. A fresh new look overlays
what is otherwise a continuation of exceptional brewing in the mendip Hills south of Bristol. 
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A notable bitter, clean tasting, refreshingly dry and distinctive. Made with
100% best Maris Otter malt together with a blend of English hop varieties.
Butcombe Bitter is the moreish Mendip masterpiece!

Butcombe Original

2013 - Great British Beer Festival - Bronze medal 

Best
Bitter

4.5%

A clean tasting, dry and hoppy, authentic recipe India Pale Ale. Amber in
colour, full bodied with a bittersweet finish…perfectly engineered!

Butcombe Goram
IPA 5%

Gift Box
Beer and Ale Connoisseurs will love this selection of the most popular 
Butcombe lines that are certain to go down as an ideal chosen tipple.

Butcombe Brewery have two Gift Box options for you to choose 
from:

4 x 500ml bottles
12 x 500ml bottles
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A sumptuous pale ale, packed full of fruity New Zealand hops, including
Nelson Sauvin – famed for its exceptionally complex fruitiness. A refreshing
combination with a distinctive taste of pineapple and grapefruit. 

Butcombe Haka
NZ Pale

Ale
4.5%
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A refreshing golden bitter brimming with character not to mention citrus
hops and fruit. Made with 100% Maris Otter malt, and brewed using a single
variety hop English Fuggles. A malty fresh vitality gives way to a full bitter
sweet finish; pure Gold!

Butcombe Gold
Golden
Bitter

4.7%
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Adam Henson's Rare Breed Ale combines a shared passion for farming and
brewing. Maris Otter malting barley, aromatic Herefordshire hops and Mendip
spring water, combined with a sprinkling of the delicious, fruity Cascade hop,
create this distinctive, refreshing, and clean-tasting pale ale. 

Butcombe Rare Breed

2013 -  International Brewing Challenge - Gold medal

Pale
Ale

4.2%
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